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Status:

New

Start date:

Priority:

Must have

Due date:

Assignee:

% Done:

0%

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Category:

Pagetree

Target version:

Candidate for patchlevel

TYPO3 Version:

8

Complexity:

PHP Version:

7.2

Is Regression:

Tags:

2018-03-18

Sprint Focus:

Description
If using content menu in page tree to access: page editing, history/undo, access, export, import active page in page tree won't be
changed correctly while taking actions with a page.
Reproduce: select "Root page", open editing for another page using page tree menu from page icon. In page tree "Root page" is
highlighted but it's not the page being actually edited.
Leads to user confusion.
Active page in page tree should be switched while actions been taken with the page. Especially confusing while using "History/undo".
Related issues:
Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #83125: Selecting a bookmark in the backend shoul...

New

2017-11-27

Has duplicate TYPO3 Core - Bug #84460: Wrong feedback from page tree while ed...

Closed

2018-03-18

History
#1 - 2018-04-05 17:23 - Georg Ringer
- Has duplicate Bug #84460: Wrong feedback from page tree while editing a page through content menu added
#2 - 2018-08-02 11:21 - Tymoteusz Motylewski
- Sprint Focus set to On Location Sprint
#3 - 2018-08-03 19:02 - Paweł Rogowicz
There are few things to consider
1) what record select when you close the edit page
2) page with the same uid can be in multiple mountpoints (uid is not enough to select an element)
3) change of this activity should be consistent throughout the backend, eg opening the site by favorites
#4 - 2018-08-04 20:54 - Tymoteusz Motylewski
- Related to Bug #83125: Selecting a bookmark in the backend should mark the page as selected in the page tree added
#5 - 2018-09-06 14:32 - Susanne Moog
- Target version changed from 9 LTS to Candidate for patchlevel
#6 - 2020-01-12 12:06 - Susanne Moog
- Sprint Focus deleted (On Location Sprint)
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